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ABSTRACT

During last year the thermal diffusion model in the C-PORCA code has been changed and a
new pin by pin model has been adapted. The reason for this modification was the increased
need of pinwise calculations not only some special cases but during the design of new loading
patterns. Until now nodewise and pinwise calculations have been done separately from each
other and there have been no feedback between two kinds of calculation only the pinwise
model used fast.fluxes coming from the nodewise code.

To validate the accuracy of our thermal model we used the Helios code again as it had been
done for years. The quite complicated but useful 30-degree WWER-440 geometry with
variety of assemblies calculated by Helios was used as a reliable checking tool to test our new
thermal diffusion model. This test geometry was shown first time in the last symposium,
when a more simplified 30-degree loading pattern was calculated as a reference in order that
the capability of our core analysis codes would be checked.

The fulfilled modifications in the C-PORCA code, on the other hand, focused on the
enhancement of the accuracy of the code in the vicinity of the control assemblies especially
next-to the connection area between the follower and the absorber parts. The newly required
operational limits concerning the power ramp need a more reliable and accurate model near to
this area containing a lot of water. To enhance the diffusion code in axial direction a twenty-
level model has been implemented into the C-PORCA code. The appropriateness of this
modification was tested against MCNP Monte Carlo calculations elaborated by the KFKI.

The results of both tests and the description of the completed developments will also be
shown in this paper.



1. INTRODUCTION

During next years new kinds of fuel assemblies will be introduced at the NPP Paks.
Nowadays both the new Russian fuel with differently enriched fuel pins and the new BNFL's
fuel design for the WER-440 reactors are in the stage of licensing. In connection with
introduction of these fuel assemblies the existing operational limitation system will also be
modified and harmonised with the results achieved during the design and the safety analysis
of the new kinds of fuel.
Regular usage of these fuel assemblies indicates a few questions about applicability and
accuracy of our diffusion model applied to core analysis during in-core fuel management and
core surveillance. To answer these questions, at first, we need to consider the following fasts:
- The proposed new fuel assemblies have got differently enriched fuel pins to make more

flat pinwise power in radial direction.
- The new set of operational limits implies values rather for fuel pins than fuel assemblies

or fuel nodes compared to the conventional approach. One of these limits is the power
ramp, which has not been used explicitly until now.

The facts mentioned above demand a more accurate and reliable calculation of the pinwise
power and indicate the need of its more reliable validation.
To achieve the aimed requirements two main developments have been carried out in the C-
PORCA code. The first one was the implementation of a pinwise thermal diffusion model into
the process of the two-group diffusion calculation. This model was very similar to that, which
is applied in the APOSTOL code. We needed only to fit the existing model into the
surroundings presented by the C-PORCA code. The second step of the code enhancement was
the increase of the number of axial levels taken into account during the calculation. This
modification needed a more detailed two-group cross section library especially in control
assemblies. This last task was also a very important part of our code development.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE DEVELOPMENTS

As it was hinted above the goal of the current development was to improve the capability and
the accuracy of the pinwise power calculation because of increased need of these values both
at the in-core fuel management and core surveillance.
Faced with these challenges we had two main possibilities to achieve the required aims. The
first one was implementation of a more detailed 20-layer diffusion model in axial direction
instead of the former 10-layer modelin order that the pinwise power becomes-more reliable at
the. vicinity of control assemblies. This kind of modification needed mainly HELIOS
calculations in different layers at the followers and absorbers and slight changes in the C-
PORCA code itself. All calculations carried out by HELIOS concerning this task are available
in the reference [5]. To summarise these achievements we could write the facts as follow:
- Nodewise two-group cross sections are at our disposal in twenty axial layers in every fuel

assembly.
The follower assemblies comprise 19 fuel nodes and one connecting node next to the
absorber.
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- The absorbers have got 3 connecting nodes packed with water and steal and all the
remained nods consisted of boron steal and water have got possibility of taking into
account their individual B-10 concentrations.

The second way, along which a little glimmer of hope of any kind of successful development
could appear was the fitting of the pinwise thermal diffusion calculation existing in the
APOSTOL program into the procedure of the iteration method in the C-PORCA code. This
exactly meant joining of a pinwise and a nodewise diffusion model, where the former one
would work in the thermal and the last one in the fast group respectively. This approach may
be a little bit strange, however, such evaluation of the model can give a few advantages:
- The very difficult data exchange between nodewise and pinwise codes separated from

each other can be avoided.
- It will be possible to feedback the individual pinwise burn up into the nodewise

calculations.
All effects caused by even an assembly rotation can go through the calculation process
and their impact on the final results will always appear.

In contrast with the previous task this development needed a huge amount of work in C-
PORCA and less additional background calculation by HELIOS because the necessary two-
group pinwise cross section libraries could be obtained from the existing C-PORCA-
APOSTOL code package.

Nowadays we have finished a test version of this newly developed C-PORCA code and in the
following points we will present two different validation processes to show the achieved
results.

3. TEST CALCULATIONS AGAINS MCN? IN AXIAL DIRECTION

To validate the newly implemented twenty-level calculation in the vicinity of control
assemblies a very special Monte-Carlo calculation has been chosen. This reference
calculations were carried out in KFKI and the results were partly presented in the meeting of
working group CC in Sopron [7] this year. During the test calculation nearby area of the
central control assembly was investigated in a very detailed geometry. The aim of this
calculation was to give a very reliable reference for validation of diffusion codes. In the
investigated case the effect of the water existing in a control assembly between the follower
and the absorber parts on the pinwise power was considerable. The MCNP calculations were
evaluated in a triangular geometry where a 60-degree sector of the central control assembly
was situated in one of the three corners. The remained two corners were signed at the centres
of the 21-th assembly in two neighbouring 60-degree sectors of the wer-440 reactor core.
Both the axial and radial boundary conditions were reflective. The fuel part of this area was
filled with profiled Russian fuel assemblies and the control part was partly inserted into the
core.
Although the reference calculations were elaborated in 40 axial levels we tried to reconstruct
the results by C-PORCA code in 20 axial levels. As it has clearly appeared that the
correctness of the diffusion model compared to the reference depends rather on the number of
axial layers, which have got individual cross sections than the fineness of the space resolution
of the diffusion scheme. In conjunction with the previous fact we found that an appropriate



validation of our model to be done if the comparison between the calculations is made in the
same number of axial levels. Therefore twenty-level distributions have been elaborated from
NCNP calculations getting the average value of two neighbouring layers in the forty-level
distributions. •
The results of the test are shown in the fig. 1,2 and 3. The first one shows the relative axial pin
power distributions averaged in the first row of pins next to the control assembly. The second
one shows the deviation between these two calculations. The third one shows the relative
pinwise power avareged over the first row of pins next to the control assembly. These values
are given in every axial layer.

4. THIRTY-DEGREE TEST IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRY

In this case the similar test calculation has been carried out as it was done last year and
presented in the last symposium. The calculated geometry comprised fresh fuel with different
enrichment.
The investigated loading pattern and all other parameters like boundary condition, moderator
and fuel temperature, boric acid concentration and the average power of the entire system
have remained the same as it was presented in the reference [4].
During this validation process mainly the appropriateness of the assembly or nodewise and
pinwise distributions calculated by the C-PORCA code was investigated. However,
additionally, we could also determine the k-effective of the system.
The attached figures show deviations between the assemblywise power distributions received
from HELIOS and C-PORCA calculations and the deviations of the pinwise power
distributions calculated by the C-PORCA code against HELIOS results.

5. CONCLUSIONS

After observing the results of our tests we could conclude the following facts:

• The pin power deviations between the MCNP and C-PORCA5 were quite small even in the
vicinity of the connecting area of the follower and absorber.

• The absolute maximum deviation of the new C-PORCA5 code in Kq was about 1.3%, so
in this aspect we could increase the accuracy of the code.

• The difference between reference and C-P0RCA5 k-infinity has remained significantly
small.

• The absolute maximum deviation in the pinwise distributions in the pure fuel assembly
vicinity according to the former C-PORCA version has remained about 3.0-4.0%, this
result increased during present test as far as 7.1%. The reasons for this fact were the fast
flux gradient existed near the radial reflector area and the very various material
composition of the radial reflector region. The excessive deviation increasing, however,
was only detected at the assembly number 19, which has got reflector neighbours on three
sides.
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The task presented here has to be continued and we have to investigate some depleted cases
and assemblies next to the absorber rod as well. Nowadays it is possible but it is still very
time consuming. This is the reason why only this kind of investigation has been fulfilled until
now.
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Kq DEV. AGAINST HELIOS

KeBl[C-PORCA5)-0.99571

(C-PORCA5-HELJOS)' 100
(C-PORCA4-HEUOS)* 100

C-PORCA5 AND C-PORCA4 RESUTLS
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Kk DEV. AGAINST HELIOS

(C-PORCA5-HELIOS)" 100v_y

C-PORCA5 RESUTLS
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Kk DEV. AGAINST HELIOS

3.0 ) (C-PORC A5-HEQOS)* 100

C-PORCA5 RESUTLS
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Kk DEV. AGAINST HELIOS

- 0 . 4 ^ (C-PORCA5-HELIOS)*100

C-PORCA5 RESUTLS
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Kk DEV. AGAINST HELIOS

/ 1.2 \ (C-PORCA5-HEUOS)»100

C-PORCA5 RESUTLS



Kk DEV. AGAINST HELIOS

1-7 ) (C-PORCA5-HELIOS)*100

C-PORCA5 RESUTLS
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